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Storysinger, Soundpainter and Humanfriend
Art pop with cinematic soundscapes and hypnotic visuals

BeArte performing “Reflections of the Muse” at the Electron Theatre, Guildford.

BeBold. BeBrave. BeArte.
She, who dances between the worlds, states:
You who is bold enough to challenge existing structures,
You who is brave enough to show vulnerability.
You can BeArte.
We are all creators.
We create ourselves.
We create our lives.
We all have the right to BeArte.
“A mixture between a female Ziggy Stardust, Kate Bush and Brian Eno” Astarte, artist
BeArte is a cosmic entity from the star Beta Centauri. Her mission is to connect us with our essence and each other.
BeArte speaks in tongues of Phi, so she collaborates with a translator, Beak.
Beak weaves BeArte’s message into emotive art pop and mysterious visuals.
In her theatrical performances, BeArte takes us on a journey into our inner self, diving deep into the core of humanity,
then up to heavenly spheres to arrive back home. BeArte encourages the open- hearted and open-minded
(Head & Heart = BeArte) to follow their dream to make the world more delightful.

“Courageous, unique, beguiling and thought provoking.
BeArte is a true artist.”
Chris Carney, Threshold Festival Founder

Press Statement
Lyrical movement through ethereal soundscapes - BeArte’s sound is cosmic and cinematic,
enticing forgotten realms back home into the light. She takes us on a journey into our inner self,
reminding us of what it means to be human and what really matters.

BeArte paints a picture of frequencies using various instruments (e.g. synthesizer, piano, violin), processed sounds inspired by
Delia Derbyshire and out of space production skills. Her emotive art pop and theatrical performances with atmospheric visuals
invite to forget about the ordinary world over enticing musical stories. BeArte inspires her audience to follow their heart,
honouring vulnerability and sensibility as super-powers to build a strong identity.

Short Press Info Statement 1
In lyrical movement through ethereal compositions, enticing forgotten realms into the light,
BeArte’s sound is cosmic, cinematic and transcendent. BeArte takes us on a journey into our inner self.
She reminds us of what it means to be human and what really matters.
BeArte inspires us to follow our heart, honouring vulnerability and sensibility as super-powers to build a strong identity.

Short Press Info Statement 2
BeArte paints a picture of frequencies using various instruments (e.g. synthesizer, piano, violin), recycled sounds inspired by
Delia Derbyshire and out of space production skills. Her emotive art pop and theatrical performances with atmospheric visuals
invite to forget about the ordinary world over enticing musical stories. Time out to feel oneself again!

Voices about BeArte
“I could not take my eyes off because I was so worried, I would miss something”, Cherilyn Hehl, Total Royal
“BeArte reminds me of Kate Bush meeting Twin Peaks.”
John Brough, Mixing & Recording Engineer Queen, U2, INXS, Paul Weller
“We came across BeArte whilst on the hunt for music to fit a project with a ‚Halloween‘ theme.
She really stood out for her beautiful production skills and very unique, distinctive voice. BeArte is a fascinating artist,
with a drive for progressive writing and a love for breaking traditional boundaries within music.”
Ella Joy, Pitcher Collective
“In this world of homogenised, sanitised pop music sold by people in offices in front of screens that don‘t even plug in headphones, we need creative artists that go against the grain to experiment for us so that we can live vicariously through their
courage to explore the undiscovered mysterious areas of the lost chord. The world needs BeArte...“
Ace, Skunk Anansie
“It is always a pleasure working with Bea, her spirit and enthusiasm are infectious; her theatrical and
avant-garde approach to music and performance has great potential. I‘m looking forward to seeing the progression
of her BeArte project combined with other media.”
Kieron Pepper, Prodigy, Radiophonic Workshop, Sleeper
“Listening to BeArte you will experience your inner self deeply, you cannot help but listen. Her music is so different,
so extraordinary. It is guiding us through this journey, from darkness towards the light.“
Carolin Niederhofer, author

Website & Soundtracks
www.beartemusic.com
bearte.bandcamp.com | soundcloud.com/bearte

Contact
bearte@word-of-mouth.biz
UK +44 (0) 79 467 468 98 (also on telegram and signal messenger)
CH +41 (0) 76 298 67 96

